
11/1/2020 

RHS VP November  Report 

Current RHS Building reps:  

Reading HS officer: Jeremy Lowther 

484-258-7040 ext 44491 Lowtherj@comcast.net 

1. Thomas Ford: Josh Stoica   
2. Glenside: Kelly Snyder 
3. JCC: Jaquella Koroma 
4. Virtual Academy: Jacob Maurer 
5. RHS: Steve Hudak , James Wright, Desire Wagner, Mike Metzger, Brian Benkert 

 

• If you have a concern you should contact a building rep first, if it needs to be escalated 

the rep will reach out to me, and I will contact Rebecca if needed. 

• There has been a lot of concern over recording live lessons, at the moment we are still 

waiting on a district response. However on a recording you cannot have a student voice 

or student video. So, if a student speaks during your recording it must be tossed       

• The teacher portal is a wealth of resources for templates and information, if you are 

struggling with anything reach out to the instructional coaches. 

• Teacher day is from 7:25-2:25, and teacher lunch is 2:25-2:55. Core team and IEP 

meetings are being scheduled during our lunches; you do not need to attend these 

meetings. 

• Beginning with the Nov 3rd PD a lot of teachers have been added to the QTEL cohort, 

requiring paid work outside the contractual day. Per our contract you can not be 

forced to complete work outside the day even if compensation is offered. You do not 

have to do these post pd assignments if time is not given during the contractual day. 

• RHS bell schedule: https://sites.google.com/readingsd.org/rhsteacherportal/2020-2021-

info-center/rhs-and-rkaa-bell-schedules 

• There have been concerns over the schedule, and we will discuss this with admin prior 

to returning to in-person instruction. While at home make the best of it and utilize the 

time in the AM to prepare for the day. Most teachers are missing 2 preps per cycle, 

some of that morning time can be used to make up for those lost minutes.  

• During this time of technology use be careful who you are emailing and what you are 

writing. It is also not your job to police fellow members, and under no circumstance 

should you be calling out fellow members and CC an administrator in an email.  If you 

are having an issue with a fellow member contact myself or a rep first. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jeremy Lowther 
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